
NonNon--linear Effectslinear Effects

100mW of cw output from a package 3.8cm x 3.8 cm x 
10cm.The device consists of a chip of 0.5mm of Nd:YV04

in contact with a 2mm KTP crystal; 500mW of laser 
output at 809nm is used to pump the device.



And inside the boxAnd inside the box……



Doubling and doubling again!Doubling and doubling again!



NonNon--linear Opticslinear Optics
�� The polarisation, The polarisation, P, P, can be described in terms of the can be described in terms of the 

susceptibility susceptibility tensortensor, , χχ. We can now include any non. We can now include any non--
linear response of the medium as shown below.linear response of the medium as shown below.

�� Note that in general the electric field and the Note that in general the electric field and the 
polarisation need NOT be collinear.polarisation need NOT be collinear.



NonNon--linear Effects:linear Effects:
((Classification by order)Classification by order)



Anisotropic binding of an electron in a Anisotropic binding of an electron in a 
crystalcrystal

The springs have The springs have 
different stiffness for  different stiffness for  
different directions different directions 
of the electronof the electron’’ s s 
displacement from displacement from 
its equilibrium its equilibrium 
position within the position within the 
lattice.lattice.

The polarisation, andThe polarisation, and
therefore the therefore the 
refractive index, will refractive index, will 
be different in be different in 
different directionsdifferent directions



Index Index ellipsoidellipsoidand the principal axesand the principal axes



The Permittivity TensorThe Permittivity Tensor



ElectroElectro--optic effectoptic effect

Distortion of index ellipsoid caused by Distortion of index ellipsoid caused by 
The application of an electric fieldThe application of an electric field



UniaxialUniaxial or Biaxial?or Biaxial?

(a)(a)Biaxial crystal Biaxial crystal –– two optical two optical 
axes.axes.

(b) Positive (b) Positive uniaxialuniaxialcrystal crystal ––
one optical axis one optical axis nnee ≥≥ nnoo

(c) Negative (c) Negative uniaxialuniaxialcrystal crystal ––
one optical axis one optical axis nnee ≤≤ nnoo



The Index EllipsoidThe Index Ellipsoid

3D ellipsoid surface is given by:3D ellipsoid surface is given by:



Linear ElectroLinear Electro--optic Tensoroptic Tensor

The The rr--coefficientscoefficients
are related to theare related to the
crystal symmetry crystal symmetry 

The The 2727--elementselementsreduce to 18 because of invariance reduce to 18 because of invariance w.r.tw.r.t. . 
i,ji,j interchangeinterchange



The ElectroThe Electro--optic Ellipsoidoptic Ellipsoid
Taylor expand theTaylor expand the
refractive indexrefractive index
in the electric fieldin the electric field

And remembering,And remembering,

So,So,

With the identitiesWith the identities,,



Index Ellipsoid with Electric FieldIndex Ellipsoid with Electric Field



ElectroElectro--optic tensoroptic tensor



Case of ADP and isomorphsCase of ADP and isomorphs
With a field applied in the zWith a field applied in the z--direction the ellipsoid is direction the ellipsoid is 
distorted in the distorted in the xyxy--planeplane

Rotation by 45Rotation by 45°° about the zabout the z--axis transforms to the (xaxis transforms to the (x´́, y, y´́, z, z´́))
coco--ordinate systemordinate system



The transformed axesThe transformed axes
So, given,So, given,

we can write,we can write,

i.e.,i.e.,



Variable phaseVariable phase--plateplate

With light polarisedWith light polarised
along the originalalong the original
xx--directiondirection

For a halfFor a half--wave plate:wave plate:

Giving a halfGiving a half--wavewave
Voltage:Voltage:

(Note: the field (Note: the field 
& propagation& propagation
directions aredirections are
the same here!)the same here!)



Amplitude modulationAmplitude modulation



The susceptibility tensorThe susceptibility tensor
From From MaxwellsMaxwellseqnseqns, , 
a plane, monochromatica plane, monochromatic
wave satisfieswave satisfies

Propagate the wavePropagate the wave
along the principalalong the principal
zz-- axis so that nowaxis so that now



The waveThe wave--vector surfacevector surface

EEzz = 0; the wave is= 0; the wave is
transverse, sotransverse, so

For nonFor non--trivial solutionstrivial solutions

whichwhich gives the equationgives the equation
for a circle and an ellipsefor a circle and an ellipse



The waveThe wave--vector surfacevector surface
The intercept of the
k-surface with each
plane xy, xz & yz
Consists of one circle
and one ellipse. The 
surface is double 
suggesting there
are two possible values
for k for any direction
of the vector k. There are
two phase velocities
corresponding to two
orthogonal polarisations.
At the point P the two 
values are equal; this is 
the optical axis.



PoyntingPoynting’’ ss vectorvector-- S S & & wavevectorwavevector-- kk



Electric field & Displacement VectorElectric field & Displacement Vector

ω
ωµ

× = −
× = 0

k H D
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SummarySummary

Linear optics:

Non-linear optics:

Linear electro-optic:

((UniaxialUniaxial crystal becomes biaxial when the field is applied)crystal becomes biaxial when the field is applied)


